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1. Introd uction. 
The rush saw-fly which is one of the injurious insects of econornic 加蝿
po仕ancefor the cultivation of the rush，ノ抑制宅tfusωL.var. deci沖nsBUCH.， 
in ]apan is considered in the present問port.
The Iarva of this insect is known as "i-no-Mノ.5"or“i-no・aomuslzi."
The s戸ciesfound in Okayarna Prefecture is a new species according to S. 
A. ROHWER1) of tne United States NationaI Museurn and recently he des-
cribed The species as Tomostetlzus juntivOYUs. 
There is another saw-fly which is injurious to the cultivated rush in Hyo・
go Prefecture. This species resembles TomostethusjuncivfWUS ROHWER cIose-
ly， and it made the author think that it might be the same s戸ciesas the 
rush saw~fly. 
A third species of saw-fly， the larva of which is known as“Izojo" in 
Fukuoka Prefecture， injures the cultivated rush. Although the name given 
to the Iarva is simiIar to that of Tomosttthus juncivorus in Okayama Prefec-
1) S. A ROHWJ!.R， J'叩.Washington Academ. Scien.， Vol. 14， (1924)， pp. lJO-214・
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ture， itis a quite different species. 
The rush saw-fly， T0111ostethusfuncivonls， more or less appears eveη， year 
in Okayama Prefecture. Occasionally it appears so abundantly that it causes a 
great damage on the cultivated rush. The rush plants in the nurseη， are es-
pecially liable to be attacked by this insect， and often seen turning white and 
dη， asa result of the attack. 
A characteristic of the injury brought about by this insect is its abun-
dant occurrence in scattered and limited areas. 1n other words， itdoes not 
appear uniformly and abundantly over a great rush field. 
Ttmtosiethus funcivorus has been found in no other country but Japan up 
to the present time. Although the distribution in Japan has not been de-
finitely ascertained yet， itis likely to be found in the following Prefectures 
besides Okayama: Hyδgo，t) Hiroshima， Shimane and Fukushima.2) 
Although Tomosüthω fund~抑制 is an important injurious ins配 tfor the 
cultivation of the rush， the knowledge on its bionomics and its control is stil 
meager. The author， therefore， undertook the study of this insect several 
years ago， and published a preliminary report in 1920.句 Thestudy was taken 
up again in 1923・ Thepresent paper contains al the results that the author 
has obtained thus far. 
n. D伺crip抵on.
i) Adult. 
A technical description of T omostethus funcivot加 ROHW.has been pub-
lished by S. A. ROHWER in the Journal of the Washington Academy of 
Sciences， so that the author does not wish to repeat it here. However， he 
wishes to add a few remarks in regard to the coloration of the adult. 
There are two broods of this insect in a year in Okayama Prefecture. 
The female of the second generation (autumn generation) somewhat differs 
in coloration from that of the命'stgeneration (spring generation). 
1n the spring form the thorax is black on al sides while in the autumn 
form al the upper surface is dark yellowish red. However， some of the 
females which appear in the autumn are not colored as above. 1ntermediate 
forms between the spring and the autumn form， inwhich the middle trian-
思lararea of the mesonotum and sometimes some parts of the metanotum 
are black， appear in the spring as well as in the autumn generation. 
There is apparently no difference of character between the males of the 
first and the second generation. 
1) 波遺漏，踏襲鯵騒除法. 明治三十六年七月.
2) 小貫健太郎，蘭業総駆除試験. 農商務省.. 事試験虞報告，第三十盟主，明治三十七年三
月， 67-70頁.
3)春JI忠吉，関ノ業隙=車t.rテ (ft報)・病虫害雑誌，第七理署，大正九年，4-15頁・
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i) '々g.
The egg is whitish and translucent. lt is almost spindle-shaped， slightly 
curving to one side， and somewhat thickened towards one end. 1t measures 
about 350ー 385μinwidth and 758 -844μin length. 
The mature and the immature eggs in the ovaザ canbe distinguished by 
dissecting the female under a dissecting microscope. The former are always 
spindle-shaped while the latter are almost ellipsoid even when they are fairly 
developed. 
ii) Larva. 
The full-grown larva is green; its head is pale yeIIowish brown; its 
body segments consist of several annulets; and _ itsthρracic segment bears 
a pair of thoracic legs， and the second to eighth and the tenth abdomina1 
segment bear a pair of pro1egs. 
The Iarva becomes pale bluish green after the last moulting. The body 
measures about 15 to ，z 1 mm. in length. 
iv) Pupa and Cocoon. 
The coc∞n is made by combining soiI particles together， sometimes 
small plant debris are also mixed with them. The inside of this earthen， 
eIlipticaI cell is lined with a brown secretion. The cocoon measures about 
nine mm. in length and five mm. in width. 
The pupa is a pupa libera which is usua1 in Hymenoptera. Its head 
and thorax are black; its antennae， itswing-sheaths and its palpi are pa1e 
grayish green; and its abdomen and its legs are green. 
When the time of emergence of adult approaches， the pupa changes in 
coloration. The head and the thorax are black; the Iegs and the abdomen 
are yellow; and the wing-sheaths are grayish. 1n the male pupa the tip of 
the abdomen is aIso black. 
The pupa measures about six mm. in length. 
II. Se踊on叫Historyand Biological N 0旬s.
i) Field Observations. 
The adult begins to appear toward the end of April or the beginning 
of May， and the number of emerging adults increases up to about the mid-
dle or the twentieth of May. Then， itdecreases gradualIy， and the emer-
gence ends usually by the tenth of June. 
The larvae of the first generation pass the summer in a dormant state， 
and their adult insects begin to emerge usuaIIy by the middle of September_ 
The emergence continues til about the tenth of October. The time of maxi-
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mum emergence comes usually about the t¥.venty-fifth of September. 
The approximate dates of the beginning. the maximum and the end of 
emergence of adults are shown below in tabular form according to the ob-
servations in the field. 
Table 1. 
Time of Emergence of Adults in也eField. 
1919 1920. 1923 1924 
May 5 Apri1 29 May 7 
Spring Generation Maximum May 15 " 15 M，ay 14 . 21 
End . 31 June 8 . 20 June 10 
Sept. 15 Sept. 13 Sept. 18 
，Autumn Generation j Maximum . 25 . 24 
~nd Oct. 10 Oct. 10 
The results of observations regarding the time of appearance of larvae 
are shown in Table 1. 
Tab!e 1. 
Time of Appeara.nce of La.rva.e in也eField. 
1919 1923 1924 
May 15 June E June 4 
Spring 
MEnad ximum June 10 . 10 . 20 
July 10 July 7 July 16 
Sept. 25 Oct. 10 Oct. 10 
Autumn Maximum Oct. 20 Nov. 10 Nov. 5 
End Dec. 5 Dec. 10 Dec. 15 
Usually the appearance of the adult in the spring ends about the tenth 
of June and al the Iarvae of the first generation go into the soil by the “二
teenth of July as wiI be apparent from the data in Tables 1 and I. In 
1919. however， the author observed in the field as late as July tenth a few 
adult sies and smaII Iarvae which seemed to have just hatched. This seems 
to be an exceptional case because the a，uthor has never seen adults 80 late 
in the season except in that year. 
立) E.悦 trgmceof tht Reα'Yed Adlllts i;η the Sprilπ'g. 
The author reared a good many larvae of the second generation in 1918 
in an outdoor breeding cage and let these larvae overwinter in it. 
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The adults of these Iarvae began to appear on May fourth in 1919 and 
the emergence ended on .May twenty-third. The record on emergence is 
shown in Table II. 
Table II. 
Emergence Record. 
Date Number of Males Number of Females Sum of males and Females 
May 4 
5 
6 
4 。 4 
。
7 
8 
。
3 
3 
4 
3 
4 。 4 
18 9 12 6 
10 10 5 
9 
? 、
?
?
?
? ? ?
?11 20 
12-13 5 
14 22 12 34 
15 
16 
。
。 。 。
17 
18 
13 
6 
5 18 
19 a5 
19 。 5 
5 
5 
5 20 。
21 。 。 。
22 。 。 。
23 z 3 
Total Number 99 76 175 
The resuIts in the table above seem to indicate that the emergence of 
the male precedes that of the female， and that the males somewhat outnum-
ber the females. The latter fact suggests that parthenogenetic reproduction 
is not a rare. occurrence in this saw-f1y. 
Parthenogenesis will be considered in a Iater chapter. 
i) Results of Rearing. ;n the lnsectaヴ・
The larvae were reared in a Petri-dish or with the rush-plant grown in 
a pot. The record of each individual was taken separately. The records of 
ー
， 
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rearing are shown in Table IV. 
Table IV. 
Records of Rearing， (1). 
OODI曙 IE~r&~ I Remark 
First Generatinn 
E JUDe 17 Sept. 25 Relaerelt且egd bepn with∞1-1arv揖 io1923・
z " 18 " 24 Ditto. 
3 " 20 " 26 Dittn. 
4 " 20 '1 24 Ditto. 
5 15 " 24 Ditto. 
6 May 10 May 25 1924. Larva died. 
7 " 10 " 27 Ditto. 
8 " 10 " 24 Ditto. 
9 " 10 " 26 July 9 1924. Died in pupal stage. 
10 June 6 June 16 " 19 Dittn. 
11 6 " 16 " 20 Dittn. 
12 " 6 16 " 20 Dittn. 
se∞nd Generaliのn
Sept. 27 Oct. s Nov. 20 1923. HibematioD. 
2 
" 27 " 9 " 20 Ditto. 
3 " 27 " 9 " 17 一 Dito. 
4 " 27 " 8 " 20 Ditto. 
5 " 27 " 9 " 12 Dittn. 
6 ，、 27 " 10 " 18 Dito. 
7 " 27 " 8 " 12 Ditto. 
8 " 27 8 " 27 Dito. 
9 " 27 " 10 " 16 Ditn. 
10 " 24 " 6 Dec. 6 1924. Hibemati円n.
11 " 24 6 Nov. 22 Ditto. 
12 " 24 " 6 " 16 Ditto. 
13 " 24 " 6 " 25 Ditto. 
14 " 26 7 " 18 Ditto. 
15 " 26 7 " 15 Dito. 
• 
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The author reared several times many larvae together in a breeding cage 
in additions to the rearing experiments which are mentioned above. One of 
the records of such rearing experiments are shown in Table V. 
Table V. 
Records of Rearing， (2). 
First Generation Second Generatinn I Remark 
Ovipt'百itinnbegan Sept. 30 Rcaring in 1923 
Hatching heg岨 Oct. 18 Dittn. 
U)CoQning began June 13 Nnv. 9 Ditto. 
" ended " 26 " 29 Ditto. 
Emergence began Sept. 23 Hibemation. 
" ended Oct. z Dittn. 
iv)λ'umber of Broods t'n a Year. 
The results of the rearing experiments in the preceding chapter are sub-
stantially the same as those of the field observations which have been stated 
previously. The full-grown larvae of the first generation make cocoon about 
the middle of June， pass the warmest part of summer in the c0Coon， and 
emerge as adults about September twenty-fifth. Consequently there are only 
!wo generations in a year in spite of the fact that there is su伍cienttime to 
complete one generation between the spring and the autumn brood. In none 
of the rearing experiments with the rush saw-l1y， the author succeeded to 
make the adult emerge in the period between the end of June and the be-
ginning of September. 
The author has pointed out in a previous chapter that he saw a few 
adults about the tenth of July. The author believes， however， from the re-
sults of rearing experiments that the emergence of adults at this time is an 
exceptional phenomenon at least in the vicinity of Kurashiki. 
It is interesting to note， inconnection with above statement， that there 
seems to be three generations a year in Hyogo Prefecture where seemingly 
the same species of the rush saw-l1y is found. In other words the appear-
ance of the summer generation is not rare in Hyδgo Prefecture， although it 
is highly doubtful if al the larvae of the first generation appear as adults in 
the summer. 
v) Longevt'ty of Adults. 
The records of observations made on the longevity of the adult are shown 
in Table VI. 
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Table VI. 
Longevity of Adults. 
In…N円 IDatc of吋悶 Dばe(… Remark 
Spring Br制対.
May 5 May 14 9 会
2 " 6 " 13 7 ♀ 
3 " 6 " 11 5 会
4 " 6 " 10 4 ♀ 
5 " 10 " 14 4 ♀ 
6 " 10 " 14 '4 ♀ 
7 " 10 " 14 4 ♀ 
8 " 11 13 
2 合
9 " 11 " '4 3 会
10 11 " 14 3 ♀ 
11 " 13 " 18 5 ♀ 
12 1. '3 " 21 8 合
13 13 18 5 会
14 " '3 " 22 9 ♀ 
15 ，、 13 21 8 ♀ 
16 13 " 22 9 ~ 
Autumn Brnnrl. 
Sept. 25 Sept. 28 3 ♀ 
2 25 2M 3 ♀ 
3 " 25 2M 3 ♀ 
4 " 25 " 28 3 ♀ 
5 " 25 27 2 ♀ 
6 25 " 30 ♀ 
7 " 25 " 29 4 ♀ 
8 " 26 " 2'1 z ♀ 
9 26 " 3D 4 ♀ 
10 " 26 29 3 ♀ 
The maximum longeviザ ofthe spring brood is 9 days， and the mini-
mum 2 days. The average longevity of the male is 5・9days， and that of 
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the female 5・3days. 1n the autumn br∞d， the maximum longevity of the 
female is 5 days， and the minimum 2 days. The average is 3.2 days. Thus， 
the longevity of the autumn brood is shorter than that of the spring brood. 
The adult seems to require much water during its life time， and when 
the adult is fed with a di1uted solution of sugar or even with distilled water 
the longevity is considerably prolonged. The author fed the adults of the 
spring brood in 1919 with sugar solution， and the result was that the ma.xi-
mum longevity of both the male and female was 16 days， and that the aver-
age was 8.6 days for the male， and 6.4 days for the female respectively. 
Another point of interest in this connection is that the longevity of the 
male is a litle longer than that of the female. 
vi) Hi必的 ofAdults. 
The rush saw-fJy is a sluggish insect. It feigns death and fals down 
from the leaf on which it is resting， ifit is disturbed suddenly. The saw-
fly rests on the rush-plant or upon the leaves of grass in the morning and 
evening， and also when it is windy and rainy. On a calm and warm day it 
flies about lively_ Usually it does not fly more than thirty or forty feet at 
a time. While the male sometimes keeps Aying for a fairy long period， the 
female usually alights on the rush leaf after flying for a short time. 
While the rush sawイ1yfeeds greedi1y on the sugar solution when it is 
in a breeding cage， the author has never seen in the field the saw輔自yseek-
ing. Aowers for honey. 
vi) Ovitosition 
The female alights on the leaf of the rush， rests on it with its head 
downwards， thrusts its saw into the tissue and introduces one egg just below 
the green tissues. 1t lays only one egg at a time， but it may lay several 
eggs at di能rentspots of a leaf. 
Usually neither ve庁 youngand soft leaves nor veηr old and hard ones 
are chosen for oviposition. 1n regard to the position on the leaf， the female 
does not seem to have any choice. However， the basal part is not employed. 
Time of oviposition is usually warmer part ot the day. The female does 
not oviposit either veηr early in the morning or late in the evening. A calm 
and warm day is es戸ciallysuitable for oviposition. 
As the larva usually makes cocoon on the “boundary 川)of a rush field， 
the ermerging saw-Aies are especially numerous near the margin of the field 
and the female usual1y does not fly far to distribute its eggs over a gr白 t
area. Consequently it is often seen that the injury upon rush plants is es-
1) A“boundary" (= au， in]ap:mese) is a small ridge of釦i1encl描 ingan irrigated field， for 
example， a rice-lield. 
It serves to keep ¥Vater in I he自eld，and at Ihe sa町暗 time10目parateone plot from anolher. 
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P配 iaIlysevere in a rather limited area near the margin of the field. 
The rush saw-fly begins oviposition shortly after the emergence. There-
fore， itmust be sexuaIIy mature when it appears. In other words， there is 
no pre-oviposition period in this insect. This is apparent from the records 
of observations shown in Table VII. 
Table VII. 
Records of Observa.tions on也eTime when Oviposition begins. 
e de No l Date nf|lDate when l nAem-ae Nn n.|l EDmaetz怠eeonf 句 l| Date when mrue 1'10. I Emergence IOvip惜itionbegan ・ Ovipc圃itionbegan 
May 5 May 5 6 May 1 May 1 
2 " 6 " 6 7 " r5 " • r5 
3 " 10 " 10 8 " J5 " 15 
4 1 " 1 9 " 10 " 10 
5 " 1 " Il 
vii) Fecundi砂.
a) ル mber0/幼 ture1な-gs仇 theOvaヴ・
Since the rush saw-fly is sexuaIly mature when it appears from the co・
coon， there must be some mature eggs in the ovaり， when the adult emerges. 
It was found that the mature and immature eggs in the ovaη， can be easily 
distinguished under a dissecting microscope. 
While the mature eggs are almost spindle-shaped being slightly thicker 
towards one end， whitish and transluc;ent， the immature ones are eIipsoid， 
white and opaque. Moreover， the Iatter are sometimes aとcompaniedby a 
mass of nutritive ceIIs. 
The number of mature eggs in the body of dissected females were 
counted， and the results of observations are shown in Tab!e VIII. 
Table VIII. 
Number of Ma.ture Eggs in也eBody of也eFema.le. 
Tndividual No. Number of Individual N0.I| MNautmHbteEr gnf s Indi vidual Nη. I Mature Eggs Matu回 Eggs
E 106 5 134 9 149 
2 104 6 103 10 108 
3 101 7 10Z J[ 124 
4 12 8 127 12 113 
Average Number of Mature Eggs per Female …..・H・-…'"・H・..・ H・..…・…・15.2 
The average number of mature eggs in the body of the female is 1 15・2.
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前 Numbげ ofEggs laid byαFemale. 
Thi rush saw-fly does not lay eggs freely under confinement. Usually 
it does not lay al the mature eggs that are found in the ovaη， even when 
it is in a large outdoor breeding cage. The author， therefore， letthe female 
oviposit in a cage， and dissected it after death to count the number of mature 
eggs stil left in the ovary. The records of these experiments are shown in 
Table IX. 
Fema1e 
No. 
E 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Table IX. 
Number of Eggs laid by a Female and七ha色ofEggs 
lef'色in也eOvary a岱erD凶ぬ.
Number of Number of Total Number Fe伽印叫maω叫al叫 枇e…Number of 
Eggs laid Eggs sti1l 。f No. I Eggs laid Eggs舗ti1left in Ovary Mature Eggs left in Ovary 
56 一 一 7 47 79 
57 一 ー . 8 77 24 
68 一 9 18 80 
92 。 92 10 53 64 
112 。 112 11 89 18 
75 39 114 12 107 。
Total Numher 。f
Mature Eggs 
126 
101 
98 
117 
107 
107 
Average Number of Mature Eggs per Fema1e...・H・.，・H・....・H・.…・H・H ・.… 108'2
While some of the females used for the experiments laid al the mature 
eggs， the others laid only a portion of the eggs that they had in their ovaries. 
By comparirig the results in Table VIII and IX， itwill be found that the 
average number of the mature eggs in the ovaη， agrees fairly well with the 
average of the sum of the eggs actually laid and the mature eggs sti1l left 
in the body when the adult dies. This fact proves that the number of the 
mature eggs in the ovaη， shows the たcundityof this saw-fly when the adult 
emerges from the cocoon. Therefore， the author thinks it is certain that the 
rush saw-fly lays about one hundred eggs under the conditions in the日eld.
ix) Parlltenogmesis a1zd Se~. 
The unfertilized egg of the rush saw-fly is able to develop as in some 
other saw-flies. The adults which originate from the unfertiJized eggs seem 
to be always male. 
In 1919 and 1920 the author bred larvae which originated from the un-
fertilized eggs， to see the sex of the adults ermerging from the pupae.τni向r・
one adults emerged in 1920， and al of them were male. 
Although the number of adults obtained in this experiment was limited' 
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it seems fairly certain that only male saw-flies develop from the unfertilized 
eggs. 
Parthenogenetic reproduction seems sometimes to occur even under out-
door conditions， for the author has observed that the males were sIightly 
more numerous than the females when adults were reared from the larvae 
collected in the field.1) 
x) Egc Period. 
Table X. 
Egg Period. 
First Generation se∞nd Generation 
. Period in Dars Number o( Eggs Period in Days Number o( Eggs 
10 E 一
14 4 11 6 
IS 4 12 7 
16 E 13 2 
17 3 一 一
Average Egg Period 14.8 days. Average Egg Period 11.7 days. 
The eggs of the白rstgeneration in 1924 began to hatch on May tenth， 
and the hatching was 'over on May twenty-seventh. The maximum length 
of the egg period was 17 days， the minimum 10 days， and the average 14.8 
days. 
The egg period of the second generation extended from September 
twenty-fourth to October tenth. The maximum incubation period was 13 
days， the minimum 1 1 days， and the average 1 1.7 days. 
Thus， the egg period is about ten to fifteen days according to the time 
when it is laid. 
xi) Larval Period. 
The growing period of the larva of the first generation was from 25 to 
44 days， and the average was about 36 days. The growing period of the 
second generation varies considerably. The maximum period obserほdwas 
61 days， and the minimum 35 days. Ac.cording to the results of observa-
tions recorded in Table XI the average growing period of the second brood 
is about 43 days. 
1) 決ethe re∞rds in Table 111 I 
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Tab!e XI. 
Growing Period of La.rva. 
Growing Perioa I Number of Growing Period I Number of I 
in Days Larv揖 i且Days Larv揖 l
3S 3 44 2 
39 7 4S 3 
40 4 46 2 
41 12 47 z 
42 8 48 4 
43 18 SO 
Average growing period..・H ・.…4].8days. 
Remark 
OLservations on the second gene-
ration. 
The length of larval period recorded here does not include the time from 
cocooning to the pupation of the larva. The true larval period including this 
time is markedly longer than the period which are recorded above. since the 
larva of the first generation has estivation and that of the second brood has 
hibernation. 
xi) Number of .lJゐults.
The larva of the rush saw-fly moults four times， i. e.， it has five instars. 
The growing period consists of the first four stadia. The larva is full-grown 
after the fourth moulting， and goes into the soil shortly after that. 
xii) Habits of the Larva 
The larva feeds on the green tissues from the inside of the leaf with-
out 河川ngthe epidermis and makes a mine in the !eaf for a short period 
after it hatches from the egg. This mine is seen from the outside as an ir-
regular white patch. 
The length of the time of mining is from five to sixteen days accord-
ing to the observations on the second generation in 1919・ Majorityof the 
larvae stay in the mine for about twelve days. 
The larva usually stays in the mine tiI the end of the third stage， ac-
cording to the determination of the stadium made by measuring the size of 
the head. However， some of the Iarvae of the fourth instar may be found 
in the mine， whiIe some of the second instar larvae may leave the mine and 
begin feeding on the green tissues from the outside. 
The larva which has left the mine feeds on the grcen tissues from the 
凶 tside，and the white pith 'is not injured. Therefore， the rush-field where 
a great many rush saw-fly larvae are feeding can be easily recognized even 
from a distance. 
The larva faUs down coiling its body when it is disturbed. 5ince the 
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larva is very slow in movement， itcan be easily caught with the hand. 
Dunng the day most of the larvae rest near the base of the plant in 
June and July， migrate in the evening towards the upper part of the leaf， 
and stay there feeding until the next moming. The migration is reversed 
in October and N ovember， i. e.， most larvae rest near the base of the plant 
at night and crawl up the leaf in the day-time. 
xiv) F()()(/ Plant. 
The only plant that has been observed' as the food plant of the rush 
saw-fly is the cultivated common rush， JuncωdωωL. va久 de，αipiensBUCH. 
xv) pu..歩att~飢
The larva crawls out of the rush-field shortly after the last moulting， 
to make cocoon in the soil under the weeds on the boundary of the field or 
on the bank which adjoins to the field. 
It seems to be extremely rare that the larva makes cocoon in the wet 
soil of the rush-field. The reason seems to be that the larva prefers for pupa-
tion a rather dry and light soil to a wet and heavy one. 
In 1923 the author conducted the following expenment to see the ef-
fect of water content of soils upon the selection by larvae of soils for pupa-
tion: a large circular ea，rthep basin was divided into thre.e sections， and three 
kinds of soils， viz.， fa，irly dry， medium-wet叩 dvery wet soil， were put into 
different sections and the same number of full-grown larvae were introduced 
in each section; Twenty-six larvae in al made cocoons successfully， and 
the distnbution was as follows:ー
Wet soil section .・H ・."<1・H ・H ・H ・. 2 
Medium-wet soil .・H ・H ・H ・..・H ・. 2 
Dry soil..・M ・H ・H ・H ・H ・..・H ・.…・ 21 
This result shows clearly that the larva prefers a rather dry soil for 
pupation. 
Sometimes the upper half of the cocoon rnay protrude over the soil sur-
face， ifthe soil is very hard. Usually the. cocoon is made under the soil 
surface. 
Also in 1923 the author conducted another expenment to see the posi-
tion of cocoon in the soil. Of fourteen cocoons that were made by the larvae 
employed in the expenment， seven were found between the soil surface却 d
I.S cm. depth， six in the second layer I.S to 3・3cm. below the surface， and 
only one in the third layer 5 to 7 cm. below the surface. 
It is apparent from these results that this insect does not go very deep 
into the soil for pupating. 
Judging from the habit in cocooning the overwintenng larvae would not 
be very resistant to adverse climatic conditions. This is probably one of the 
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reasons that the larva prefers for pupation the grass-covered boundary or bank 
enclosing the rush-fic;:ld. 
xvi) Estivation a1ld lhbernati仇
The rush saw-fly larvae pass the wannest part of summer in a donnant 
state， viz.， there is a period of estivation in the life-history of this insect in 
Okayama Prefecture. The estivation lasts for about ninty days， from about 
June twentieth to September twentieth. The results of observations on the 
first generation in the insectaη， are shown in Table XII. 
。uationin Days 
96 
98 
Table XII. 
Duration of Estivatlon 
Durati円n山ら INumber川 ividuals
100 I 1 
2 101 
Average duration.......・...・H・....・H・...…・ 98.6da戸・
The cocooning period of the日rstgeneration larvae is ve庁 longas a 
result of intervention of estivation. Pupation occurs near the beginning of 
Septembとr，and the adult begins to emerge about the middle of the same 
month. 
The larvae of the autumn braod hibernate in the larval state in the co・
coon， and the transformation into pupae occurs in the next spring. 
IV. Spread of the Rush Saw-Fly. 
It is probably rare that tI:us insect spreads to a new rush-field by means 
of the larva， because rush-fields are small in area compared with the rice-
field， and situated here and there among rice-fields. 
τne adults of the first generation appear veη，rarely in July in Okayama 
Prefecture， as this has been stated in a previous chapter. Even if they would 
appear in July， itwould be di日cultfor them to produce the summer brood 
successfully， since the rush plants in the field are harvested usually about 
the twentieth of July. A part of the adults would be obliged to seek rush 
plants in the nursery or the volunteer shoots of rush growing in the日eld.
However， only a small po此ionof the larvae that hatch from the eggs laid 
by these adults would be able to reach maturity on account of the scarcity 
of the volunteer shoots in the日eld.
Consequently the chief sources of the ap戸aranceof the pest in the next 
year must be the insects appearing in the rush nursery in the autumn. 
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There are two possibilities for the infestation of a new field; i. e.， first， 
infestation by means of the adult， and second， by means of the cocoon. 
Therefore， the author conducted an experiment with the adult in the 
spring of 1920 to learn how far the adult flies. The method of experiment 
was to release saw-flies after cutting off the distal portion of a limb in the 
rice-field， where the rush is grown in its neighbourhood， and then to collect 
‘saw-flies a few days aften'lards to see 'if the mutilated saw-flies can be re-
captured in the rush-fields situated near by. 
On May nineteenth 250 mutilated saw-flies were released. It was a fine 
day with a breeze blowing from south-west by west. Co11ection of saw-flies 
were made on May twenty-second. N 0 mutilated adults were captured at 
the place where they were released. There was a rush-nursery about 240 
feet to the north， where two mutilated adults were captured. A11 of them 
were males. Fourteen mutilated adults were captured in a nurseηr about 240 
feet apart to north-east by north; again， these were a1 males. These two 
fields were situated leeward to the point where the mutilated adults were re-
leased. N 0 mutilated adult was restored in any other rush-fields. 
It is apparent from this result that the males are more active than the 
females and apt to be carried away by the wind; and I'hat the females do 
not fly more than about 240 feet unless they are carried by a strong wind. 
This result corroborates the statement already made that the female saw-flies 
do not fly to a great distance to oviposit. How~ver， the infestation of a rush-
日e1dwhich is fairly far and situated leeward to the place of appearance， may 
occur by means of adults when a strong wind is blowing. 
The larvae of the rush saw-fly may pupate in the soil near the root of 
the rush-plants when the rush nurseηr is ciry， i.e.， not irrigated. In this 
case the coc∞n may happen to be carried to a new field when transpl叩 ting
occurs; and the new field may be infested. 
V. Resistance of Larva to Ad verse Soil Conditions. 
In connection with the habit of pupation the author wished to know how 
resistant the overwintering Iarvae are to the adverse soil conditions. 
For this pu中osean experiment was carried out in the winter of 1919 
to see the effect of freezing and thawing， "nd aIso of extreme dampness of 
soil on the overwintering Iarvae in coc∞n. 
Four earthen unglazed pots were fiUed with soiI， and one hundred fu1-
grown Iarvae were introduced in each pot. Two of these pots were placed 
on the south side of the insectary， and the other two were placed on the 
north side where very 1itle sun's rays reached the pots during the winter. 
AIl of the four pots were placed in the holes made in the ground with their 
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brims about two inches above the ground. One of the two pots on the south 
side was covered with a straw mat and kept fairIy dry during the winter and 
the other was sprinkled with water every two or three days to keep the soil 
in pot moderately wet. One of the two on the north side was aIso kept 
fairly dry， and the other was kept so damp that the soil surface was always 
bareIy covered with water. 
τbese pots were placed in the breeding cages near the end of April in 
the riext spring and the appearing aduIts were recorded. The results were 
as foIIows: 
Table XIII. 
Resis也nceof Overwin旬ringLarv陶.
P咽 ition &瑚lhSide North Side 
品>Il仁:Ondition Dry I Medi…et Dry 寸 Water-cove問d
Number of Larv揖
introduced 
Number of Adults 
emerged 
100 
81 
100 
24 
100 100 
94 。
No adults appeared from the water-covered pot， i. e.， aI the Iarvae in-
troduced were dead. It is evident from this experiment that dampness of 
soiI accompanied by freezing and thawing is detrimentaI to the overwintering 
Iarva. Few Iarvae are able to overwinter successfuIIy， judging from the re-
sults of this experiment， ifthey make cocoons in a damp rush-field叩 dare 
subjected to freezing and thawing during the winter. 
VI. Environment Favourable for the Occurrenω 
of the Rush Saw-Fly. 
百leinjury by the Iarvae of rush saw-fly is severe usuaIIy in a rush-field 
which is adjacent to a hiI， a grass-covered dike or to a farm-house. 
The saw-fly is especially common in a dry (i. e.， not i凶gated)rush 
nursery. Even in this case the appearance is generaIIy more abundant in a 
nursery which is situated near a hilI or a grass-cov町 eddike出anin the 
other Iocality. 
The occurrence of this insect is rather rare in a rush-field which is situ-
ated amid rice-fields and veη， farapart from the hiI or the dike according 
to the observations made in the vicinity of Kurashiki. Since in such a fieId 
the soiI is usuaIIy damp and the boundary of the fieId is not rich in weeds， 
the Iarvae would not be able to日nda safe place for overwintering. Con-' 
sequently they would not be able to appear many years in such a日eld.
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vn. Control M伺.sur倒.
i) Ezperimenls 10 kil t!u Larva. 
Various substances were already tested by certain entomologists1) 'to 
kil the larva of the rush saw-fly. Among the substances tested the follow-
ing were reported to be fairly effective: mixture of pyrethrum and. ash， mix-
ture of pyrethrum and slaked lime， emulsion of kerosene extract of pyre出・
rum. 
百leauthor tested the following substances to determine the st問ngth
required to kil the rush saw-fly larva :-pyrethrum powder， wood ash， quick-
lime， tobacco dust， soap， kerosene， kerosene emulsion， emulsion of kerosene 
extract of pyrethrum， arsenate of lead，“tuba-" fluid and “Black Leaf 40" 
(nicotine s¥中hate).
The results of the experiment will be stated below: 
(1) 乃IretnrumPuwder. 
This substance wぉ testedboth in the pure state and in combination with 
wood ash. Pure p.戸電thrumpowd町 isa very effective substance and kills the 
larva in a short time. . 
The mixture of pyrethrum and wood ash is also very effective against 
the larva of the saw-fly. The mixture was made in the following way: 
weighed amounts of the two substances were put into a mortar and mixed 
thoroughly by grinding. This mixture was dusted on the larva. 百leresults 
of the experiments are shown in the following table: 
Table XIV. 
B位xtureof pyre血rumand明'oodAsh. 
制担IN~岡山r十十時 pPymreptot2rmtaom nz ， …Ofl… Per白血tageLarvae I Larvae I of Larv記 Larvae I Larvae 。，fLarvae 
Ash I u田d I killed I killed Ash used I ki1led kil1ed 
1 : 20 30 30 100 1 : 90 15 15 100 
1 : 50 30 30 100 1 : 100 30 30 100 
1 ，匂 30 30 100 1 : 100 30 30 100 
1 : 70 IS 100 1 : ISO 30 30 100 
I : 80 IS IS 100 1 : 200 30 29 96.6 
This result shows出atthe mixture is a very effective larvicide， ifthe 
two materials are fine and mixed thoroughly. 
1) 波溢清，閣議録掴除法.
小貫傭太郎，..商務省員事試験場報告，第三十_.
岡山扱立良事試験湯，明治四十-ttt皮熊野功穆・
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(2) Wood As/，. 
Wood ash， when used alone， isnot effective against the 1ぽvaeof this 
saw-日y.
(3) Quu:k ume. 
Although quick lime and slaked Iime have been recommended as re-
medies for the larva of this insect， the results of the tests made by the author 
does not warrant this recommendation. 
(4) Tobacco Dust. 
Tobacco dust is fairIy effective when used alone and in combination with 
wood ash as weII. The strength to be used when the tobacco dust is used 
in combination with ash has been studied. The results of experiments are 
shown in Table XV. 
Table XV. 
Toba.cco Du凪.
PTroFbartti円on3，l|Number of 
Number ofナ一1「|「民如r PTrobpa3∞rtion: ， Number円fNumber of PerぼntageLarvae Larvae I ofLarvae Larvae Larv揖 。fLarv揖
W 000 Ash i employed kiled I kiled W市~Ash employed kiled kiled 
T円b皿co~lone 20 20 100 1 : 14 20 20 100 
Tob配 coalone 20 15 75 1 : 19 20 20 100 
1 : 4 20 17 1!5 1 : 25 12 80 
1 : 9 20 15 75 I : 25 15 12 80 
I lt is seell from the results in the table above that tobacco is a good 
larvicide for this insect although it is less effective than pyrethrum. One 
戸rtof tobacco mixed with tw切り， parts (in weight) of wood ash may kil 
over ninty per cent， ifdusting is thoroughly done. 
T obacco extract in hot water was used in some experiments the results 
of which are not shown in the above table. It was found that tobacco is 
more effective when used in pure state as dust than when it is used as water 
extract. 
(5) Soap 陥 ter.
MarseiIles soap was tested at various strengths.τbe efficiency of the 
soap solution seemed to depend largely upon the thoroughness of spraying. 
When twenty to thir匂， grams of soap were dissolved in one Iitre of water， 
四 da thorough drenching spraying was done， about eighり， per cent were 
kiIled. 
(6) Kerosme. 
A smaII quantity of kerosene was dropped on the water surface， and 
when it spread over the surface， larvae were gentIy suspended on the water 
surface. The oil wiI wet the larvae in this way. This experiment was con-
ducted to see whether it is possible to kiI the saw-fly larva by oiIng the 
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water in the rush-field or not. 
Table XVI. 
The resuIts of experiments are shown in 
Table XV1 . 
.Kerosene. 
Length of Ti問。nthe Water Surf配e
Larvae we問 Arnount 5 Minutes 10 Minutes 
tphle a田Wdaoten r 円fOil
MmkrlNumkr Number Number Per cent Surf副:e， per t""l) of Larv揖 ofLarv揖 Per cent of Lar¥"ae of Larvae 
used I killed kiJed U配d killed killed 
3 IhQ'J) 14 9 64.2 15 8 53.3 
after Oiling 3 " 20 JI 5S 20 10 50 
3 " i8 14 77.7 15 IJ 73・3
3 " 18 
。 。 20 6 30 問山{
after OiJing 10 。 。 一 一 一3 " 
3 " 19 
。 。 20 。 。
after Oiling 
3 " 10 
。 。 一 一 一
ln would be di伍cultto kiI the Iarva by oiling the water and making 
the larva fal on the water surface， because the larva would not be swim-
ming on the water surface more than several minutes under the conditions 
in the rush-field. 
An interesting point which the results in Table XVI suggest is that 
the toxicity of kerosene s白 msto decrease after standing more than出irty
minutes on the water surface as a thin film. However， the number of tests 
was limited so that this point needs further study. 
(7) Kerosene Emll!sion. 
Varied results were obtained with kerosene emuIsion. However it seems 
certain that this is not a verγe仔ectiveinsecticide for the larva of this saw-
fly. This emulsion must not be used at a weaker strength than one part of 
the stock solution8) to nine parts of water. 
(8) Emulsi・'onof Kerosene Extract of乃抑tkrom.
This emuIsion has been recommend by a certain entomologist田 anef-
f民 tivelarvicide for the rush saw-fly. The results of the experiments made 
by the present author are shown in Table XVII. The stock solution em-
1) 0田 t側=-ca. 9.9 a悶.
2) 0田 Iho= ca. 1.8 lit悶.
3) Formula for the stock曲，lution: Kerosene 1.8 litres， soap 45. grams， water 0.9 lit問.
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ployed for the experiments was made according to the following formula: 
Kerosene...・H・. 1.8 litres， Pyrethrum....・H・.45.0 grams， 
Soap...….・H・-・ 56.0grams， Water.…..・H・.0.9 litre. 
Table XVII. 
Emulsion of Kero回neExtraot of PYr8也rumand Soap. 
St暗唱th， Number Number Percent笥~ 5trength， Number Numl町 Poef RL2Eanwta揖ge 5t∞k 。fLarv揖 。fLarvae ofLarv揖 5t叫 k 。，fLarv揖 。fLarv揖品，1Dtion: employed died kiI1ed 品luti咽 t en司ployed died kil1ed Water Water 
1 : 19 30 29 96.6 • : 29 20 18 90 
1 1 19 30 27 90 1 : 29 30 29 96.6 
I : 19 30 30 100 1 : 29 30 30 100 
1 : 19 30 28 93・3 1 : 29 30 29 96.6 
1 : 19 30 30 100 ・ 1 : 29 30 30 IC旧
1 : 19 30 30 100 1 : 29 30 30 100 
1 : 19 30 27 90 I : 34 2S E 4 
I : 29 SO 40 80 I : 34 2S 3 12 
According to the results shown above， one part of the stock solution 
diluted. with twenty-nine parts of water kils over ninty per cent if the emul-
sion is sprayed thoroughly. 
(9) Arsenale of uad. 
A commercial arsenate of lead in p邸 teform was used at・arate of three 
pounds per one koku11• • 
Hundred per cent killing was obtained， although the effect of the poison 
appeared rather slowly. 
(10) Tuba-Fluid. 
This whitish solution w錨 suppliedby an insecticide dealer.t> lt is made 
from Dtn台 r∞ts. The method of preparation is unknown to the author. 
The author tried this solution against various insects. lt seems to be 
伊比icularlyeffective against the larvae of the rush saw-fly. 
τbe results of experiments are shown in Table XVII1. 
The tuba-fluid diluted with water lCX氾 timesof its volume killed 1∞ 
per cent of the larvae， asis seen in the table.τbis solution is therefore a 
V匂yeffective larvicide against the rush saw-fly. 
Parallel experiments were made with the tuba-fluid diluted with soap 
water， and it was found出atthere seems to be practically no difference in 
effectiveness between the solution diluted wi出 wateralone and that diluted 
with soap water. 
1) One Itqku (石)_ ca. 180 lit悶.
.- 2) 釦ppliedby NAJt必AKIGoMKI KAISHA (慣鳴合~・批)， ~hara.m邸hi， Bi略。，Jap回.
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Table XVIII. 
Tuba.-Fluid. 
-
Ratio， Stock Number R&at，ilou，thStn ∞ck 「… lht&ョlution: 。，fLa刊揖 ofLa阿世 Per目 nt ，fLa同盟 ofL 揖 kEil田ledn Water emplo戸d kîíi~d -I killed Water employed I killed 
1 : E白白 20 20 lC由 1 : 2000 20 18 90 
1 : 2C由 20 20 紅白 1 : 2000 20 17 85 
1 : 4∞ 20 20 lC回 1 : 2000 20 ，8 卵
1 : 8∞ 20 20 100 1 : 3000 20 16 80 
1 : 1000 20 20 lC由 1 : 3000 20 16 80 
1 : 1000 20 20 10由 1 : 3回調D 20 10 so 
1 : 1000 20 20 IC焔
(11) Black Leaf 40 (Nicotine Sulpltate.) 
“Black Leaf 40" is not very effective against this insect. When used 
at a dilution of one pa此 to8∞parts of water， itkilled only five per cent. 
It kiIled about 72 per cent at a diIution of one pa此 to2∞parts of water. 
τn町efore，a fairly strong solution must be used， ifit is desired to kil 1∞ 
per cent. It is too expensive to be a practical insecticide at such a strength. 
i) Other Met.ルIdsof Control. 
(1) Capturing-lhe Adull Insecl. 
百leadult saw-fly is a sluggish insect so that it is easy to captu問 with
a collecting net. This method can be effectively practised in the rush nur-
sery in the spring as well as in the autumn. 
(2) Trea.抑 entsof lhe Cocoon. 
The weeds of the boundary should be mowed， and the surface soil of 
the boundary should be scraped off to a dep血 ofabout one inch. 
τne soil thus collected should be piled in a manure-pile or buried deep 
in the water of the field. 
When there is an abundant appearance of larvae in a rush-field， an inner 
boundary should be made about one foot apa此 fromthe boundary， and water 
should be fIooded between these two boundaries. 
Full-grown larvae wiIl come to this inner boundary to pupate. Then'; 
the inner boundary should be destroyed and the soil making it should be 
buried d田pin the water when al the larvae of the first brood have made 
cocoon. This method can be practised also in the irrigated rush nurserγ. 
(3) Alternation of Crots. 
It is advisable not to culture the rush in the皿 mefield more than two 
or three years successively.τne occu汀enceof the rush saw-fIy is probably 
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avoided by planting the rice-plant during民'veraIyears in the field where， 
previously， the rush-plant has been cultivated for' a few years successively. 
百ledry (i. e.， not irrigated) rush nurs町yis es{蹴 iallysuitable for the 
occurrence of the rush saw-fly. This is generally a source of infestation as 
it has been pointed out before. Therefore， a nursery should be made in a 
new place far apart from the former nursery when there is an outbreak of 
the saw-fly. Some other kinds of crop should be planted in the former nur-
舘 ryplot. 
VDI. Summ町y.
The results of studies on an injurious ins民 t，known as“ふttQ-!tofo ，" of 
the cultivated common rush，ノ抑制efl前倒 L.var. decitims， has been report-
ed in the present pap町.
This insect is a new sp民 iesand has been nanled n桝 oste.幼usfuncivorus 
by S. A. ROHWER. The spesies found in Okayanla Prefecture appc:泡rstwo 
times in a year， having a戸riodof estivation between the spring and the 
autumn brood. 
The spring brood Iarvae appear from about the middle of May to the 
middle of June， and the period of autumn brood extends from about the 
twenty-“出 ofSeptember to December tenth. 
百lesp陀 adof this insect is generaIIy not rapid， since the female insect 
does not fly about over a large area to oviposit. 
The number of eggs出ata female Iays is about one hundred. The eggs 
are able to develop without being fertiIzed， and the adults derived from these 
unfertiIzed eggs are always males. 
The average egg period of the first generation is about fifteen days胡 d
that of the second gen町ationis about tweIve days. 
τne average IarvaI period is about thirty-six days in the first generation 
and that for the second generation about fo均， days. 
The only food plant， thus far observed， isthe cultivated common rush 
which is an加po此antplant in Japan for the mat industry. 
On maturiザ theIarva Ieaves the rush-field and makes the coc∞n in出e
soil of the boundary of the field. 
The overwintering Iarva is rather weak in resistance to freezing in winter， 
and to extreme dampness of the soil. The outbreak of this insect occurs 
usually in such a place as to give a good protection to the overwintering 
l町vae.
The rush-plant nursery is the chief source of infestation by this insect. 
τn町efore，e仔ortsshould be made to exterminate this insect when it appears 
in the nursery. 
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Capture of the adults in出enursery， treatment of coc∞n and alterna-
tion of crops are important me田uresfor preventing the outbreak of this insect 
pest. Tuba-fluid， arsenate of lead， mixture of pyrethrum and wood ash， and 
the emulsion made from the kerosene extract of pyrethrum are veη， effective 
as larvicides. 
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E玄plana姐onof Plat伺玄玄玄II-XXXIII.
Plate XXXII. 
Figure 1. Rush saw-flies. 
" 2. La円揖 andrush leaves showing the work of the larva. 
Plate XXXlII. 
Figure 1. Fernale回 w-fly，(X5司.
" 2. Abdornen of rna1e. 
" 3. La町民(x8)・
" 4- A piece of the rush leaf with the rnine rnade by a y'国lDglarva. 
" 5. Pupa， (XH). 
" 6. A part of血 ovariantube containing eggs (x 5.5); 
im... ...imrnature eggs， 
"'t._.…..matu陪 eggs.
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